Introduction: pQCD at high energy s Can one compute scattering in QCD at high energy from first principles ?
x Lattice simulation seems not to be possible x High-energy =⇒ High gluon density =⇒ Weak coupling s Even for weak coupling, resummations are still necessary :
x Large energy logarithms: α s ln E > ∼ 1 x Large occupation numbers: α s n ∼ 1 x Strong color fields: A i a ∼ 1/g s Unique opportunity to study the non-linear structure of QCD in a weak-coupling setting ! s 'Standard' pQCD meets with serious difficulties :
x Unlimited growth of parton distributions x Violation of unitarity x 'Infrared diffusion' (sensitivity to soft momenta) Deep Inelastic Scattering at small-x electron (l) + proton (P) −→ electron (l') + X (P X ) 
Gluon evolution q Small-x evolution q BFKL equation Non-linear evolution: Saturation s High density: recombination processes leading to saturation Non-linear evolution: Saturation s High density: recombination processes leading to saturation The Color Glass Condensate (McLerran, Venugopalan, 1994; E.I., Leonidov, McLerran, 2000) s A semi-classical effective theory for the small-x gluons :
Classical color fields radiated by fast color sources (gluons with x ′ ≫ x) 'frozen' in some random configuration Reaction-diffusion process A ⇋ 2A
s Particles distributed on an one-dimensional lattice: n(x, t)
x Particle splitting (rate α) :
x A particle can diffuse to a neighboring site s Mean-field approximation =⇒ the FKPP equation : 
s A front interpolating between T = 0 and T = 1 ('black disk') Geometric Scaling at HERA (Staśto, Golec-Biernat and Kwieciński, 2000) σ The low density regime strikes back ! (E.I., Mueller, and Munier, 04; E.I. and D. Triantafyllopoulos, 04) The role of fluctuations 
